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Muir Mathieson

The Song "Smiley" .... Sung by Shirley Abicair

William Alwyn (1905-1985) was an English composer, conductor and teacher, who wrote over 70 
film scores in the period 1941 to 1962. His wiki is here. 

Muir Mathieson was a Scottish conductor and composer and a stalwart of the British film industry. 
His wiki is here.

While Alwyn wrote and Mathieson delivered a score by turn jaunty and pastoral, and somewhat 
English for the Australian bush, the popular imagination was soon captured by a more immediate 
musical distraction, Australian composer Clyde Collins' song tribute to the film.

The original "Smiley" song was released on 45 by Parlophone in the UK featuring Shirley Abicair.

This song needs to be distinguished from the song used in the sequel Smiley Gets a Gun which 
was (A Little Boy Called) Smiley by Clyde Collins - and Johnny Young's much later hit Smiley 
based on Normie Rowe's experiences in Vietnam, which had nothing to do with either of the Smiley 
movies. 

The Clyde Collins song was rushed out because the original theme failed to capture a radio 
audience, and was a singular success, and is now associated with both movies, but Abicair's tune 
graced the first movie:

45 (stereo) Parlophone (UK) R 4197 1956

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Alwyn
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muir_Mathieson


45 EP Parlophone (UK) GEP 8612 1957
Fair Dinkum

Side two track 1: Smiley (Kimmins-Lovelock-Alwyn) as sung by Shirley Abicair for the film "Smiley", 
with The Reg Owen Orchestra





Shirley Abicair was born in Melbourne, and then developed her career in England, with the zither 
an important part of her act. She has her own wiki, here.

(Below: Shirley Abicair with zither).

However the Clyde Collins song was released in time to assist in the promotion and publicity 
related to the release of the first film. It was available as sheet music in 1956, which makes clear 
on the front page that it is linked to the release of Smiley, as well as the sequel. 

There is more on Collins and his song here:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shirley_Abicair
http://www.poparchives.com.au/1205/red-perksey-and-his-orchestra-with-vocals-by-ray-dickson/a-little-boy-called-smiley


For more details of this track, see the Smiley Gets A Gun entry.

Clyde Collins was a prolific Queensland composer responsible for the official theme song of the 
Queensland Centenary Celebrations, The Sunshine State, which can be found here. 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/37412075?q=creator%3A%22Collins%2C+Clyde%22&c=picture&versionId=48783862
http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/37412075?q=creator%3A%22Collins%2C+Clyde%22&c=picture&versionId=48783862


He also wrote a homage to the 1957 film Robbery Under Arms, and the National Library of 
Australia holds a considerable number of his works, details here.

(Below: Clyde Collins with Jackie Ellison 11th July 1967)

Finally as an oddity, it should be noted that upon the release of the novel in 1947, Roy Darling felt 
inspired to write a song, which was recorded by Michael O'Regan:

http://trove.nla.gov.au/music/result?c=music&q=creator%3A%22Collins%2C+Clyde.%22



